
Winter

Dakota

/
n Sioux tales, the North Wind, Yata or Waziyata, is
personified as a cold, grim individual who loves

fighting and killing. His touch is death, and he is
boastful and arrogant. It takes his four brothers com-
bined—the other three winds and the whirlwind—to
defeat him and keep his power in check long enough
for the earth to push up her crops. Altogether, the
North Wind is nasty and domineering, and he makes
life miserable for his relatives most of the year.

While not as symbolical, the white man's early
reports of the weather in Dakota Territory carried
much of the same emphasis. Elizabeth Custer heard
that the climate of the area was "eight m
winter and four of very late in the fall, " and
eluded that "each new country has its peculiariti^/^
and it seemed we had reached one where all the othérs^fJ
were outdone." We can sympathize with her opinion,' 7
for she arrived in Yankton together with the
blizzard of 1873.

/ /
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26 South Dakota History

Winter does not usually last eight months, but it
does seem longer than other seasons in South Dakota.
Blowing in from the North and West, it captures the
plains, freezing plant life, coloring the world in blind-
ing, glittering whiteness, and creating scenes of inde-
scribable beauty. People pause in their routines and
take notice of nature's special event—the prairie
snowstorm. Through the years, the harshness and
vagaries of the winter season have provided the raw
materials out of which Dakotans have produced tradi-
tions, history, novels, heroines, and heros. Traditional
Sioux stories have extolled the feats of men and super
beings who defeated the cold or brought food to snow-
bound and starving bands of people. No pioneer

prairie grass and trees take on new forms in winter.
A t right is Roughlock Falls in Spearfish
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Custer, Dakota Territory, in the 1880s.
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memoir or novel of South Dakota was cornplete with-
out mention of the wind blasting with a lashing force,
howling and shrieking in a blinding rage.

The prairie storm was nothing to take lightly, and
even the grittiest pioneer learned to respect it "The
blizzard was not merely a gigantic spectacle put on by
nature for our entertainment, it was a menace, to be
kept at bay only by constant alertness on our part, "ex-
plained Edith Kohl in her book Land of the Burnt
Thigh, which tells about her 1907 homesteading ex-
periences. The flimsy construction of early claim
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30 South Dakota History

shanties and the driving force of the winds allowed the
finely slivered snow to enter the buildings and stables,
making life cold and uncomfortable: "When blizzards
raged, " said Kohl, "they drove the snow through the
shack like needles of steel There was not a spot where
I could put that cot to keep dry, so I covered my face
with the blankets, which in the morning were drifted
over with snow. Where did the lumber industry get
hold of all the knotholes it sold the poor
homesteader?"

Many pioneers were unable to meet Dakota storms
with equanimity and gave up homesteading. Those
who remained have passed down^ via novels and
memoirs, the history of the courage and character it
took for people to remain in this country. Sometimes it
is a grim story, as in Ole Rolvaag's Giants in the Earth
and Rose Wilder Lane's Free Land (the latter novel
prompted Archer Gilfillan, a South Dakota critic, to
protest that the author had a "blizzard complex" and
that the background of the novel was one of "sor-
didness and misery that would give even a Russian
novelist the 'willies' "). Other stories are uplifting and
hopeful, providing some of our earliest and most
lasting heros and heroines. Who can forget Almanzo
Wilder's ride for the wheat that saved the home-
steaders in DeSmet, for example, or the many school
teachers and older students who saved school children
in the January blizzard of 1888, the "school children's
storm"?
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In contrast to the buffalo
(opposite page), the early settlers
were often poorly prepared for
the Dakota winter, and early
shelters did not always offer
adequate protection against the
cold and wind. While comfortable
in the summer, the claim shanty
dweller (above/ suffered from snow
driven through the cracks between
the boards in winter. The well-
chinked log cabin (left) was
probably dryer, but Dakota family
life in all dwellings centered
around the stove (below) from.
October to ApriL
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The sky lowers as the blizzard begins in Lyman County,

November 1940. At right, snow creeps up the front
of buildings in Draper.
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For all its force and bluster, however, the blizzard
was not the only frightful feature of the prairie winter.
The aftermath could be as frightening as the storm
itself, leaving behind an overpowering sense of human
frailty in the vastness of an empty country governed
by elemental and indifferent forces. This passage from
Lane's Let the Hurricane Roar gives dramatic em-
phasis to this aspect of our winter heritage: "Under
the immeasurably vast sky, a limitless expanse of
snow refracted the cold glitter of the sun. Nothing
stirred, nothing breathed; there was no other move-
ment than the ceaseless interplay of innumerable and
unthinkably tiny rays of light. Air and sun and snow
were the whole visible world—a world neither alive
nor dead, and terrible because it was alien to life and
death, and ignorant of them. In that instant she knew
the infinite smallness, weakness, of life in the lifeless
universe. She felt the vast, insensate forces against
which life itself is a rebellion. Infinitely small and
weak was the spark of warmth in a living heart "
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While novels, memoirs, and oral traditions give
drama to Dakota's winter heritage, the historical facts
are interesting in themselves. Historian Herbert
Schell points out in History of South Dakota that the
severe winter of 1886-1887 caused cattle losses in
South Dakota and the Great Plains of up to 90 percent
and made reorganization of the range-cattle industry
imperative. Ranchers and stockmen had to rethink
their operations, and they ultimately replaced over-
extended herds with greater concentration on herd

A rancher rouTids up his herd in the early stages of a ÎHO blizzard.

quality and breeding and year-round grazing techni-
ques with sheltered corrals for winter feeding. The
quantity of snowfall in the winter of 1880-1881 caused
the Missouri River to change its course during the
spring floods, and resulting ice gorges at Vermillion
destroyed three-fourths of the town and necessitated
its relocation.
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Ice gorge on the Missouri River,
April 1881. Ice gorges caused
damage not only at VermiUion
but at Yankton and towns in
Nebraska and Iowa as well

'•V

This snow tunnel in Aberdeen in
January 1897 makes it clear
just how deep a blizzard can

pile the snow.

1
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36 South Dakota History

The hard winter of 1880-1881 also stopped the
locomotives, which were the Plains lifeline. Laura In-
galls Wilder's novel The Long Winter is based on the
true story of DeSmet's struggle to survive without the
food and coal supplied by the railroad. Grown depend-
ent on the conveniences of the railway, the settlers in
the territory had not put down supplies for the winter,
and they had to survive til spring by eating wheat and
burning prairie hay. The experiences of DeSmet were
not isolated occurrences, and Wilder's book parallels
the story of other settlements along the Big Sioux and
James rivers that were also blockaded behind the im-
passable snow walls that filled the railroad cuts during
the winter of 1880-1881.

Inevitably, the early blizzards and long winters in
Dakota Territory and the novels and other publicity
about the hardships and loss of life during the bliz-
zards gave South Dakota's climate a bad reputation.
This reputation has endured, but as Historian Schell

Near Groton, a train is snowed in after a January 1897 blizzard.
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Winter in Dakota 37

Ice cutting at Lower Cut Meat Creek. Rosebud Indian ReservatioTt,
1898. In addition to beauty and trouble, winter also provided

a functional aspect in Dakota.

points out, "The discomforts and perils of the old-
fashioned blizzard are largely things of the past.
Settlement and windbreaks check the storm's sweep
in many localities. More important, however, is the ef-
fective protection against the weather provided by
better built homes, more adequate clothing, and im-
proved communications which give ample warning of
the storm's approach. The Dakota blizzard of today,
although still a menace to rancher and stockman, has
lost much of its ferocity and deadliness. *'

Even if the prairie snowstorm is no longer a life and
death concern, winter itself still lasts a long time in
South Dakota. In February's cold and gloom, there-
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Between storms, the shanty dweller took advantage of fair
weather to freeze-dry his laundry.

fore, we can take courage in reading these words of Pa
Ingalls from the Long Winter, "IVs got to quit some-
time and we don't. It can't lick us. We won't give up. "
Give up they certainly did not, and South Dakota's
pioneer heritage is all the tougher, and perhaps
sterner, for the fact that the weather winnowed out
the weak and tried the strong. After a winter spent on
the prairie, the survivors know that the human heart
"tired, weak, burdened by its own fears and sorrows,
still it persist[s], . . . in its indomitable existence
among vast, incalculable, lifeless forces, it [is] invin-
cible. "'

1. The historical facts and background material in this sketch are from Everett
Dick. The Sod House Frontier (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1937), pp.
221-31, and Herbert Schell, History of South Dakota, 2d ed. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1968), pp. 180-82, 244 45. The story of the North Wind can be
found in J. R. Walker, The Sun Dance and Other Ceremonies of the Oglala Divi-
sion of the Teton Dakota, Anthropological Papers of the American Museum of
Natural History, vol. 16, pt. 2 (New York, 1917), pp. 173-76. "The Hero Overcomes
the Cold" and other traditional Sioux stories appear in Ella C. Deloria, Dakota
Texts (1932; reprint ed., Vermillion, S.Dak.: DakoU Press. 1978). Elizabeth
Custer's weather reports can be located in her book "Boots and Saddles"; or. Life
in Dakota with General Custer (New York: Harper & Bros., 1885), p. 18. Full
references to other books cited include: Edith Eudora Kohl, Land of the Burnt
Thigh (New York: Funk & Wagnalls Co.. 1938), pp. 189, 68; Rose Wilder Lane. Let
the Hurricane Roar (New York: Longmans. Green & Co., 1933), pp. 128-29; and
Laura Ingalls Wilder, The Long Winter (New York: Harper & Bros.. 1940), p. 301.
Archer Gilfillan's review of Free Land can be found in the Mitchell Daily Republic
for 24 Nov. 1939. The concluding quotation is from Let the Hurricane Roar, pp
128-29.
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